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I. INTRODUCTION

This is a monitoring report on the situation of the women in the informalsector. lt presents
the situation particularly of the three groups of women who are home-based businesses
or sari-sari store owners; home-based subcontracted (that include those in the production
work in garments, handicrafts (such as weaving, sewing), shoes, and toy manufacturing,
food processing, metal craft, leathercraft, and furniture making and; streeUambulant
vendors. The groups were represented of participants from three main islands of the
country - Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao. They were engaged in a virtual Focus Group
Discussions (FGDs) to relate their stories from how they ended up in informality, what
were the vulnerabilities they experienced, and how were they affected by the pandemic.
They also shared their recommendations to the government on how it could help,
particularly through policies and programs, to improving their economic situations vis-a-
vis overall quality of life.

The report surfaced important findings, particularly on the intersectionality of gender and
informality. Other important findings cover issues of intergenerational informality so as
intergenerational poverty and instability, and forced exclusion from formal employment
due to unfavorable inclusion or exploitative nature of formal employment.
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With the findings, the Commission hopes that concerned government agencies will take
corresponding actions that favors the protection and promotion of the rights of women in
the informal sector.

II. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The Global lnformal Labor

"The informal economy consists of independent, self-employed small-scale producers
and distributors of goods and services."l Workers in this economy are called the informal
sector as they are for the most part not covered by the country's labor laws and
regulations. Proxy measurement and related indicators are used to draw data pertaining
to them that include vulnerable employment rate, defined as the share of own-account
and contributing family workers in total employment.2

According to the lnternational Labor Organization (lLO) report (2018)3, worldwide, a total
of two billion or around 61.2 o/o of the world's employed population aged 15 and above
are in the informal economy. Among these populations in the informal economy, sixty
three percent (63%) are men and around fifty- eight percent (58.1%) are women.

The factors that are often attributed to informality in employment are levels of education
and geographical location. The ILO report underscores that low levels of education and
living in rural areas decrease likelihood to land in formaljobs. Accordingly, "people who
have completed secondary and tertiary education are less likely to be in informal
employment compared to workers who have either no education or completed primary
education", and "people living in rural areas are almost twice as likely to be in informal

l See ILO website at https://www.ilo.orslmanila,/areasofwork/informal-economv/lane--en/index.htm. Retrieved

on 04 April 2021.
2 tbid.
3 See ILO Report at https:/lwww.ilo.orglsloballabout-the-ilo/newsroom/news/WCMS 527189/lans--

en/index.htm#:-:text=The%20report%20shows%20that%2093.over%20740%20million%20are%20women.
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employment as those in urban areas." The agricultural sector is where the highest level
of informal employment (estimated at more than 90 per cent) is found.a

The ILO report also points out that there is a high prevalence of poverty among the
informal sector. According to the report, "while not all informal workers are poor, poverty
is both a cause and a consequence of informality as the poor face higher rates of informal
employment and that poverty rates are higher among workers in informal employment.',5

Meanwhile, people in informal employment are driven by the need to secure basic needs
for survival or lack of choice as informal employment is the only alternative to be
employed.6 Because of factors that inhibit them to be absorbed in the formal economy,
most workers in the informal economy are in indecent working conditions, always at risk
to be dismissed/laid-off from work or at the disposal of employers. They also lack social
protection and receive little or no legal protection. This is despite the fact that their
employment in the informal economy serves as an important resource of goods and
services, playing a crucial role in economic growth.

Women as the face of informality

Ninetythree per cent (93%) of the world's informal employment is in emerging and
developing countries. Women are more exposed to informal employment in most low-
and lower-middle income countries and are more often found in the most vulnerable
situations.T Significantly, ILO Recommendation 204 recognizes that the human face of
informality is female.s

ln the Philippines women make up a large portion of the informal sector and are mostly
found in small home businesses, contractual jobs in the manufacturing and service
sectors, and other underdeveloped sectors of the economy.e As cited by pCWo, in2012,
they made up 37 percent (8 million) of total wage and salary workers, 4.76 million of which
work in private establishments and 1.68 million work as helpers in private households
with compensation below minimum wage. Moreover, around 4 million self-employed
women are into home-based businesses or'sari-sari stores', direct selling and/or offering
personal services, and home-based subcontracting. Home-based subcontracting is
essentially characterized as low-paying and back-breaking production work in garments,
handicraft, shoes, and toy manufacturing, food processing, metal craft, leathercraft, and
furniture making. f aeol (2012) explained that the increasing participation of women in
the labor force however informal, without security and benefits, with lesser pay, risky,
repetitive and supplementary are due to the need to augment rising cost of living and to
complement paid employment and unpaid domestic and care work.11

People in informal employment, particularly women, mostly lack skills, education,
information, training and other opportunities to be able to transition from formal to decent

4 tbid.
s tbid.
6 lLO. Meosuring lnlormatw: A Statisticol Mdnuat. Retrieved from
httD://mosDi-nic.in/sites / def ault / f i I es / oublicat ion re oo on 11 April 2021
7 See ILO Report at httpsl /www.ilo.otglgloballabout-the-ilo/newsroom/news/WcM5_627189/lang--
en/index.htm#:-itext=The%2oreport%20shows%20that%2093,ovefl.2o74M2Omillion%20are%2Owomen
Retrieved on ll April 2021.
8 See Special Report: lnformal Economy

rts/wcms 182300. pdf

at httos://www.wieeo.oreloubli cations/soecial-reoort-informal-economv
Retrieved on 04 April 2021.
e See PCW website at https://pcw.gov.ph/magna-carta-of-workers-in-the-informal-economy/. Retrieved on 04
April 2020.
10 lbid.
11 Tacoli, Cecilia. (2O1.2l. lJrbonizotion, gendet and urbdn poverty: pdid work ond unpoid corework in the city. fiED
and UNFPA. London.
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employment. They also lack representation and voice that concerns their condition and
situation.

lmpact of the Pandemic

An llo assessment of the economic impact of the covlD-i9 pandemic finds that "one
quarter of total employment in the Philippines or 1 0.9 million workers are likely to face job
disruption due to the COVID-19 pandemic." Same report recognizes that the negative
economic impact is even more "pronounced among vulnerable and part{ime workers,
young people, overseas Filipino workers, women, and healthcare and medical workers.',
It recalled that even prior to the pandemic, individuals engaged in the informal economy
or in precarious work such as casual workers, temporary workers or daily or hourly wage
workers were already especially vulnerable to labour shocks." t2 They are usually paid
less, enjoy little or no labour protection and are likely to be exposed to occupational
hazards. During the pandemic, lockdowns many have dashed income prospects for
informal and precarious workers engaged in 'non-essential sectors." Specific impacts of
the pandemic among women in the informal sector were also documented in some early
reports in 2020. Fot instance, the Rapid Gender Assessment of CARE lnternational
documented how the lockdowns prevented ambulant vendors and women with small
corner "sari- sari' stores and food stalls from resuming their livelihood activities. The
assessment reported that lockdown restrictions have deprived secfors that rely on the
informal economy for income resulting in dependence on food aid.13 UN Women on the
other hand, includes the burden of unpaid care work of women as among the gendered
impact of the pandemic. The report noted how 'women in the formal and informal sectors
are additionally balancing work with housework, childcare, and/or elder care.'1a

I ntern ati on al lega I protecti on

lnternationally, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against
Women (CEDAW Article 11, obliges State Parties to take all necessary measures to
eliminate discrimination against women in the field of employment. lt particularly
specifies their right to equal remuneration, including benefits, the right to social security,
and the right to protection of health and to safety in working conditions. The same
recommendations are echoed by its General Recommendations 1615, 1716 and 3417
pertaining to specific groups of the informal sector namely unpaid women in family
enterprises and rural women. During the Philippine's Combined 7th and Bth Periodic
Report review in 2016 by CEDAW panel of experts, recommendations on the country's
implementation of CEDAW particularly on women informal as follows:

i) lntensify measures to increase the protection of human rights for women
working in the informal sector and efforts to facilitate the entry of women

l2SeeCOV|D lglmpact inthe Philippines: Ass€ssment and National Policy Responses at
https://www.ilo.orslwcmso5/srouos /public /-.-asia / - -ro-banskok/-- ilo-
manila/documents/oublication/wcms 762209 pdf?f bclid=lwAR2dPU5lvT 4Ql'7AVk-
xla4m -9qyrreiyYrlbYl /KEDrCSVdVSl8-9!3!91ru. Retrieved on 72 Aptil 2O2L.
13 CARE lnternational et al. Rapid Gender Assessment Philippines, Metro Manila. 19 September 2020.
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/Report-HQ-CARE-Philippines-Rapid-Gender-Analysis-
COVID-19_.pdf
laUN Women. Gender Snapshot:COVID-19 in the Philippines. April 2020.
https://www.aidsdatahub.org/sites/defaultfiles/resource/unwomen-ph+ovid-Bender-snapshot -2O2O.pdf
15 CEDAW General Recommendation No. 15: Unpaid Women workers in Rural and Urban Family Enterprises
16 CEDAW General Recommendation No. 17: Measurement and Quantification of the Unremunerated Domestic
Activities of Women and their Recognition in the Gross National Product
17 CEDAW General Recommendation No. 34; On the Rights of Rural women
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workers into the formal sector, including through use of temporary special
measures for women belonging to minority groups (CO 36-a);

ii) Ensure that women engaged in unpaid work or in the informal sector, both in
rural and urban areas, have access to non-contributory social protection and
that those employed in the formal sector have access to contributory social
security benefits in their own right, irrespective of their marital status (CO 42-
a) and;

iii) Adopt gender-responsive social protection floors to ensure that all rural
women have access to essential health care, childcare facilities and income
security, in line with article 14 (2) (b), (c) and (h) of the Convention and the
Social Protection Floors Recommendation,2Ol2 (No. 202), of ILO (CO 42-b);

iv) Eliminate income discrimination against rural women as compared with rural
men, and improve rural working conditions by setting living wages, with
urgent attention paid to the informal sector (CO 44-b);

ILO Recommendation No. 20418 seryes as an international legal framework for the
informal sector. lts 12 'guiding principles' establishes labor standards to assist
governments around the world transition the labor force from the informal to formal
economy.

Moreover, recognizing the importance of addressing the situation of women in the
informal sector during the pandemic, the CEDAW Committee issued a guidance to States
in 2020 that include recommendations in addressing the situation of women in the
informal sector. lt provides that:

'The COVID-19 crisis adversely affects women in low-paid jobs and in informal,
temporary or other precarious forms of employment, especially in the absence of
social protection. COVID-19 response and economic recovery plans should
address gender inequalities in employment, promote transition of women from the
informal economy to the formal economy and provide relevant social protection
systems for them. They should also formulate post-pandemic programmes and
targets for women's economic empowerment."

Domestic legal protection

Currently, there is an absence of a formal definition of the informal sector. The Philippine
Statistics Authority (PSA) uses the proxy indicator on self-employed and unpaid family
workers of the Labor Force Survey to come up with estimates of the informal sector.ls
The lack of specific law, formal definition and official data on the informal sector hamper
the development of interventions to adequately address their issues and respond to the
challenges they encounter vis-a-vis government policy making and programming. This is
more so for women workers in the informal sector.

At present, stipulations that cover the informal sector are scattered in different existing
laws. Republic Act 8425 or the Social Reform and Poverty Alleviation Act includes the
informal sector as among the 14 basic sectors. lt defines the informal sector as "poor
individuals who operate businesses that are very small in scale and are not registered

t" see copy of ILO Recommendation 204 at https:,//www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/ groups/public/--ed norm/--
relconf/documents/meetinEdocument /wct\1s 3777'14.pdf. Retrieved 1L Aptil2021.
1e See PcW website at https://pcw.gov.ph/magnararta-of-workers-in-the-informal-economy/. Retrieved on 04
April2020.
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with any national government agency, and to the workers in such enterprises who sell
their services in exchange for subsistenceJevel wages or other forms of compensation."
However, this definition is too outdated given the changing terrain of the informal
economy with the event of globalization and now the pandemic.

The Republic Act 9710 or the Magna carta of women classifies women in the informal
economy as a marginalized sector and stipulates that they shall be given particular
attention, to guarantee that their human rights shall be respected, protected, fulfilled, and
promoted.' The law also provides for the concretization of decent work standards for
women that includes creation of jobs of acceptable quality in conditions of freedom,
equity, security, and human dignity. Further, RepublicAct 10606 orthe National Health
lnsurance Act o12013, and Republic Act 11223 or the universal Health care Act mention
social health insurance coverage for all.20

Laws that transition groups of informal sector to the formal economy include the Republic
Act 10361 or the Kasambahay Law, with provisions that outlines the treatment of
domestic workers as formal sector; the Republic Act 9178 or the Barangay Micro
Business Enterprises (BMBEs) Act ol 2002, which encourages the formation and growth
of BMBEs as well as the integration of informal sector enterprises to the mainstream
economy; and Republic Aci 10644 or the Go Negosyo Act, which provides assistance for
budding enterprises through Negosyo Centers that provide information, training and credit
facilities, among others, to women entrepreneurs.2l

Considering the limited protection of women in the informal sector, the absence of data,
and their invisibility in government programming, efforts have been on the passage of
the "Magna Carta of Workers in the lnformal Economy," which remains pending to date.

III. MONITORING ACTIVITY OBJECTIVES

ln partnership with the Pambansang Koalisyon ng Kababaihan sa Kanayunan (PKKK),
the Commission on Human Rights (CHR) Center for Gender Equality and Women's
Human Rights (CGEWHR) conducted a monitoring activity composed of consultations
with women in the informal sector. Specifically, the consultations are conducted with
women who are home-based subcontracted workers, sari-sari store owners, ambulant
vendors, and organizations which have assisted women in the informal sector, with the
following objectives:

1. Assess factorslcauses and circumstances of informality including the bearing of
the pandemic from the national context among three groups of informal sectors;

2. Draw-out recommendations to inform the crafting of laws and or development of
regulations, policies and other measures aiming to facilitate transition to the formal
economy;

3. Come-up with a situation report that outlines the intersectionality of gender and
informality, and the impact of the pandemic on the sector.

IV. MONITORING ACTIVI TY METHODOLOGY

The monitoring activlty employs the following methodology:

1. The sectoral monitoring of women in the informal sector consists of virtual
consultations through FGDs with the three groups of women and representatives

7
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of organizations working with and for women in the informal sector. These groups
of women are a) home-based business or sari-sari store owners; b) home-based
subcontracted workers (including those who work on garments, handicrafts, woven
goods, shoes, and toys, food processing, metal craft, leather craft, and furniture);
and c) streeuambulant vendors (whether they have a stall or peddle);

2. The activity is conducted through zoom in partnership with PKKK and the
Commission's Regional Offices. Below are the schedules of cluster monitoring:

April29 Cluster I (6 Regions) : NCR, Region t, Region il, Region ilt, CAR, Region tVA
May 7 Cluster ll (5 Regions): Region X, CARAGA, Region Xl, Region tX, Region Xll
May 11 Cluster lll (5 Regions): Region lVB, Region V, Region Vl, Region Vll, Region Vlll

3. With PKKK and CHR Regional Offices, women in the informal sector and
organizations working for and with the informal sector are invited to participate in
the monitoring activity.

4. For each scheduled online monitoring, PKKK and Regional Offices invited one (1)
participant from each group of informal sector and representatives from
organizations. Considerations of selection of participants include internet
connectivity and willingness to share/participate in the FGDs. The activity
objectives are explained and their consent is obtained, along with GCASH
information for their communication allowance prior to the activity.

5. Four (4) break-out groups are formed from the groups of participants. A tool to
serve as a guide for discussions was used by designated facilitators in break-out
groups. Each break-out group chose a presenter who shared the summary of the
session discussion during the plenary.

Each consultation followed the program details below:

Time Activities
8:45am Preliminaries
8:55am Background and welcome

remarks
Commissioner Karen Gomez-
Dumpit
Focal Commissioner for
Women & LGBTI

9: 1Oam lnformal Sector: who and
what their issues and
challenges are according to
pieces of literature

Pambansang
Kababaihan
(PKKK)

Koalisyon ng
sa Kanayunan

9:25am Existing legal frameworks
and its gaps

GEWHRC.CHR

9:40am lntroduction of the
consultation tool & Breakout
Sessions

GEWHRC-CHR

9:55am Break-out Session Facilitators
11:00am Plenary: Sharing of Break-

out Discussions

Synthesis

GEWHRC-CHR

11.55am Closing remarks Renante A. Basas, M.D
Director, HRCMO
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The monitoring activities began with welcome remarks by commissioner Karen Gomez-
Dumpit. She gave a background on women and informal work on a global scale. Key
points are as follows:

o There is lack of data on informal sector as well as lack of laws and other measures
that protect their rights;

. Based on a 2018 ILO study, 2 billion or 61 .2 Yo of the world's population over the
age of 15 are in the informal sector and58 7o are women. The study also shows
that 93% of informally employed persons are in developing countries like the
Philippines;

. lnformal workers face vulnerabilities which include financial instability and
exposure to risky environments. Poor women face more challenges in the sector
compared to their male counterparts due to socially imposed gender norms which
permeate all aspects of a person's life both at home and in the public sphere.

Comm. Gomez-Dumpit discussed the need for policy interventions to address the needs
of women in the informal sector emphasizing the importance of gathering data from actual
experiences of informally employed women through the monitoring activity.

PKKK Secretary-General Amparo Miciano Sykioco presented an overview of the situation
of women in the informal sector based on PKKK's experience as an organization.
According to her, the COVID-19 pandemic has made earning more difficult for informally
employed women due to lockdowns. Forced confinement in homes have prevented those
who do not belong to the primary sector from working outside home. Those who belong
to the primary sector have to face a day{o-day ordeal of exposure to COVID-l9" While,
those who are home-based suffered losses of daily income due to the impact of the
pandemic to businesses in small or big scale.

Ms. Sykioco added that the health system barely caters to the poor especially to
informally employed as most of social protection programs are designed to those formally
employed. The pandemic placed informal workers in riskier positions in terms of health,
food security, and overall day-to-day survival. Driven by despair, there has been reported
rise in human trafficking in some regions of the Philippines.

Atty. Twyla Rubin discussed existing legal frameworks concerning women in the informal
sector. Her presentation included international human rights and labor standards and
national legislations. She identified gaps in domestic legislations and mechanisms to
protect the rights of women in the informal sector.

CGEWHR's Ms. Leah Barbia synthesized earlier presentations and proceeded to
introduce the breakout sessions. She presented the objectives of the monitoring activity
and the focus of the FGDs as well as discussed, the monitoring tool to be used in the
process.

Break-out sessions followed where FGDs were conducted. These were led by facilitators.
They provided guidance on the flow of discussions. The results of which were shared in
the plenary.

VI. PARTICIPANTS

A total of 59 women in the informal sector across the country are engaged in the FGDs.
Fourteen ( 14) of these women are home-based business or sari-sari store owners; 13 are
in home-based subcontracting; 16 are home-based subcontracting and; 16 are
representatives of non- government organizations working for or with the informal sector.

9
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The participants age ranges from 18 to 65 years old. Most ofthem do not have higher
education. Also, most are married and have children.

v[. sECTOR DEMOG HICS

IVGO Representatives

According to NGO representatives, men are more likely to be hired for regular work as
opposed to women due to their perceived physical strength while women are easily
absorbed into the informal sector. lt appeared that the informal sector is primarily
composed of mostly older women and out-of-school youth. Given the latter's age and the
former's academic qualifications, they have limited work opportunities and would likely to
grab any income-generating opportunity that can only be offered by the informal labor.
Those who do not belong to the aforementioned groups were displaced from formal
employment due to some shifts in economic trends that took place in both urban and rural
areas.

Single women are more likely to have access to opportunities in the formal sector
compared to married women or those who have children. Many of these married women
opted to stay in the informal labor because of the need to take care of their children and
attend to domestic and unpaid carework while earning. However, several of them never
dreamed of or tried seeking a formal employment due to lack of education. They ascribed
their lack of education to poverty and/or living in remote rural areas.

Women with disabilities (\lV\A/Ds) have even less access to livelihood opportunities in
formal sectors as employers stereotype them to be less productive compared to those
without visible impairments. Rather than give them a chance, employers see their
disability as a liability. Whether or not they were educated, quite often in poor families
they are not, \AM/Ds become ambulant vendors, sari-sari store attendants, or
subcontracted workers for handicrafts. Some are can hardly work on some days due to
their physical conditions.

Home-based business or sari-sari store owners

Most home-based or sari-sari store owners who participated in the FGDs have worked in
the informal sector since they were children. They claimed that their parents were into
the same work and they have inherited it. Meanwhile, many of them were unable to go to
college due to poverty which limited their opportunity to find a work in formal sector. Also,
a few of them said that they marry or have children at an early age. This changes their
life directions including it prevented them from pursuing a college degree. Some of the
participants in these group were in contractual jobs or were overseas workers before and
decided to put up home-based business or sari-sari store instead to be able to take care
of their children or elderly parents.

One participant shared that she tried to study Civil Engineering but was forced to drop-
out due to experience of discrimination because of her gender. Another participant who
wanted to become a doctor did not pursue a degree on BS Biology due to lack of finances.
After leaving school, she was briefly employed until she had a child with special needs.
This led to a decision to stay home to focus to the child and run the family's sari-sari store.

Varying in business or store size, home-based business or sari-sari store owner's daily
earnings typically amount to an average of 500-1000php. With assistance from other
family members, stores operate from around 6:00am-8:00pm or beyond as they
accommodate customers with urgent needs. Other stores operate almost twenty-four
hours a day.
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H om e-based subcontracted workers

Home-based subcontracted workers who took part in the FGDs were mostly tailors,
handicraft and tool assemblers, or into food processing. They identified common reasons
why they were in the informal sector: poverty; need to work at early age to aid family
income; lack of access to higher education; and ascribed gender roles. These
interconnected reasons prevented majority of home-based subcontracted participants
from venturing to formal employment.

Assigned gender roles of participants as home makers and care givers, determine the
nature and the kind of work they opted to get. One participant had to leave her job in a
warehouse when she became a single parent. Like her mother, she became a tailor so
that she can haggle both unpaid care work and earning an income. Other participants
have similar reasons: they have to stay home to take care of their families and at the
same time find ways to earn.

Those who were able to get contractualjobs have had minimum wage, without benefits,
and no opportunities for career growth. They were also the first to lose jobs in company
retrenchment and/or other reasons. One participant worked for a canning factory for years
but lost her job when the pandemic struck as the company reduced half of its employees.
Another participant lost her job as a secretary due to ageism. Her employer told her that
she was "too old." She could not find another formal employment hence, she landed in
sewing to earn a living.

Through long hours of hard labor, home-based subcontracted work allowed women to
earn at least 300-800php a day depending on the demand from product output. This
allows them to fulfill their duties at home while augmenting their family's income.

StreeUAmbulant Vendors

StreeUambulant vendors who participated in the monitoring mostly were selling snacks
such as kakanin, lutong ulam, siomai, meatballs, tempura, and processed food such as
longanisa or chorizo, around populated places like housing areas, schools and places of
work. The same as other groups, most of the participants of this group have low
education, got married at early age, opted to venture on vending due to the need to have
flexible time to earn a living and tend the household.

Participants of this group also claimed that it was natural for them to land in a vending
since their parents were also in the same jobs. While those who have prior contractual
jobs end up into vending due to disappointments on their work status primarily on wage
rate and no other opportunities available for them.

Only two participants from this group experienced working in the formal sector. One was
a factory worker who lost her job when the pandemic struck. Another was a \MA/D who
briefly worked for a company that does not provide special accommodations to people
like her who are unable to walk, prompting her to leave and become a vendor.

StreeUambulant vendors work at least five days a week and walk around different areas
until they sold enough of their goods. Hence, their time spent for work depended on how
fast they can sell their goods. Among the three groups of informal workers,
streeUambulant vendors earn the lowest on a dayto-day average that range from 300-
600php.

VII. MOBILITY. VULNERABILITY AND SOCIAL PROTECTION

Mobility
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Based on what the participants have related, only five of them mentioned that they were
able to work in the formal sector. None of the participants claimed that they were able to
move from informal to formal sector. This indicated that mobility from the informal to
formal sector was almost impossible. Whenever they would have change in work or
source of income, this was within the bounds of the informal sector.

While some women participants have tried to gain formal employment at some point in
their lives, many were forced back to informal work due to some reasons that include
retrenchment or removal from work and lack of opportunity for growth. Primarily this was
because of lack of educational qualifications thus jobs that were available to them were
low pay and auxiliary positions.

Meanwhile, according to NGO representatives, informal work was more appealing to
women because of its flexible conditions and/or demands in terms of time. While some
women claimed that informal work offered them more financial stability at the same time
allowed them to attend to the needs of their households.

Vulnerabilities

"Walang kasiguraduhan ang buhay (There is no certainty in life)," one participant said, as
she described how unpredictable the day{o-day income of informal workers. As they
were not assured of their earnings, informal workers find survival uncertain and future
bleak. They worked long hours, sometimes overnight, depending on the demands of their
output and the income they needed for their families. They performed tasks that were
often described as "backbreaking" but with very small monetary gain.

Compared to other groups of informal workers, home-based business or sari-sari store
owners were not confronted with physical threats or health risks. The most obvious threat
was earning less due to the increased number of sari-sari stores operating in their area
which stiffen the competition. Over-all however, the group were contented since they earn
enough for basic expenses. They were also able to loan their goods to customers who
were unable to pay for their purchase.

Home-based sub-contracted participants have encountered different hazards. Some of
them were exposed to harsh chemicals like adhesives. Some have also been injured by
the tools they use like the tailors. They also need to bear the heat in the areas where they
work since it has no proper ventilation. They were also not exempted from violence. Some
weavers experienced violence of their husbands who were unhappy that they weaved
most of the day instead of giving their full attention to their husbands. Some experienced
verbal abuse by customers. Others were subcontracted to make products that customers
did not claim.

Among groups of informal workers, streeVambulant vendors faced the most occupational
hazards. These include exposure to vehicular' emissions vis-a-vis air pollution, vehicular
accidents, and forms of violence.

Streeuambulant vendors were vulnerable to mugging. Because vending on streets was
considered illegal, government authorities destroyed or confiscate their goods. Apart from
violence they experienced from government authorities, they also encountered various
street accidents. Since they did not have health insurance or could not afford undergoing
check-ups they tend to self-medicate when encountered minor injuries.

StreeVambulant vendors also experienced sexual harassment by bystanders. One
participant related that she had a customer who refused to pay for what he purchased
unless he allowed him to kiss her. An NGO representative related that ambulant vendors
in rural areas have to change or take longer routes to avoid areas where they have
experienced sexual harassments.
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Earning the least among the three groups, streevambulant vendors were also at risk of
not being able to afford food on a daily basis. some participants said they reserved most
of their earnings for capital.

\AMDs who work as streeuambulant vendors were even more exposed at risks given the
above-mentioned day-to-day hazards faced by street/ambulant vendors.

Government Assr.stance and Social Protection

None of the participants from FGDs were aware of any government initiatives that could
help them transitioned from the informal to the formal sector. Because there was no
existing law specific for the informal work, little have been done to promote and protect
their rights. They faced unique vulnerabilities that came with the nature of their
employment. While majority claimed that they were earning fairly enough while in informal
sector rather than if they could be in formal employment, they did not have access to
social insurance such as SSS and Philhealth as those who were regularly employed.

Most of the pa(icipants were unaware of government assistance available to them. While
those who were informed about, say, the voluntary contribution program of SSS and/or
Philhealth, were not able to avail them since they earn just enough for the needs of their
households and could no longer allot portions of their earnings for contribution. One
participant said,"Kung magsusuka ka, Diyos ko,'wag ka na mag SSS noh...Magagamit
mo 'yan 60 years old ka na. E kung wala kang pambili ng bigas (ang pambayad mo),
ibibili mo nalang yan." (lt you are a vinegar vendor, my God, don't pay any more for SSS...
You can still use it when you turn 60 years old. lf you don't have enough money (for basic
necessities), you would rather just spend it for food.) As a result, very few participants
have social insurance such as the SSS and Philhealth. Those who have had the
opportunity to work in the formal sector were able to maintain their contributions. Some
participants were lucky to be beneficiaries of family members (husband or children) who
were formally employed and members of SSS and Phihealth. Generally, participants
cannot afford to consistently pay a monthly voluntary contribution to any social insurance.

Access to social protection programs for informal workers were often accessed through
the assistance of NGOs that provide practical education, trainings, emergency funds, and
linkages to government institutions. Overall, informal workers lack awareness of
government programs except for those in partnership with NGOs.

Some were able to receive aid they need through government programs like DSWD's
Pantawid Pamilya Program and the Social Amelioration Program (SAP). However, the
4Ps was available only to those with 0-18-year-old children while the SAP was distributed
only during lockdowns. Some were able to avail from the DOLE's lntegrative Livelihood
Program and Tulong Panghanapbuhay sa ating Disadvantaged/Displaced Workers
(TUPAD) also in time of the pandemic. For other assistance, some informal workers
claimed that they were able to access it through their local officials. Problematic however
according to participants, was that, the availability of most of the government programs
whether provided by the national government or the LGUs, was dependent on
"palakasan". Or whenever they received assistance through government programs, often
delayed. Some beneficiaries of 4Ps for instance, pawned their ATMs to be able to borrow
money for emergency needs.

Moreover, participants claimed that government programs favored men. Often,
employment opportunities that were available were designed for them. However, those
in areas with active women organizations were lucky as they were able to push for equal
access of women for said opportunities.

ln the absence of social insurance and other social protection, participants claimed that
they were burdened with worries over financial stability. Because of income uncertainties
they always in wonder where to get for their next day expenses that include food, payment
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for house rent and other bills and, education of children. ln times of illness and other
emergencies they were "on the run" where to get the money they need.

VIII. BEARING OF THE PANDEMIC

The current global pandemic has affected the livelihood of many across different social
classes. lnformal workers were most affected by the blows of the pandemic's economic
impacts and daily survival became more difficult.

ln region 12, a participant shared that a factory retrenchment pushed women to informal
work which include laundry, cleaning, and cooking services. Other participants shared
that, domestic workers' and personal drivers' employers started to work from home. This
resulted to loss of or decreased income due to losing their jobs or irregular work schedules
in compliance with health protocols.

Meanwhile, most participants claimed that restricted mobility was one of the most difficult
challenges during the pandemic. A participant from General Santos City shared that "Ang
hirap ng border lackdown sa Gen San, 'pag big buyer ka ng isda at may kakilala ka,
makakapasok ka. Pero pag small buyer, walang kakilala, di ka makapasok at makapunta
sa pier. Minsan din nababahaw ang isda. Kailangan dumiskaie." (The border lockdown
in Gen Sen makes life really difficult... if you are a big buyer of fish and you have
connections, you can enter (the pier). However, if you are a small buyer and no
connections, you will not be able to enter the breakwater. Sometimes fish spoils. The
situation really requires resourcefulness.) This limit their ability to earn. Mobility was even
more difficult to participants who were senior citizens or with disabilities.

Participants from PATAMABA-WISE shared that a 60-700/o decrease of profit due to the
reduced demand for "non-essential goods". Farmers had limited access to farm inputs
despite being producers of food. Small stalls and stores as well as streeVambulant
vendors were unable to sell for weeks. When restrictions were loosened, they became
exposed to the looming COVID-I9 virus.

The transport sector was also forced to stop operating, leaving families with little access
to food. A food seeurity assessment conducted by a local organization as shared by one
participant, revealed widespread hunger among tricycle drivers as road ordinances make
it difficult for them to work. Two participants from the transport sector were unable to
provide for their families' needs. In Lanao del Sur, tricycle fare was 20php. Gas costs
50php and they were only allowed to work three times a week, where they would be lucky
to earn a maximum of 500php. The case is similar in Zamboanga. Both drivers
supplemented their income through street vending. There were days that they earn
nothing and have to ate porridge or any food they can afford, with their families. They
were also unable to pay permits necessary to operate legally.

A participant and her husband take on fishing related jobs after losing their contractual
jobs. She joined her neighbors in making sea hooks and fish bait which provided her an
earning of 50php for 100 pieces. lt took her around two hours to make a piece. Fishermen
including her husband were usually at sea for six months. She and together with other
wives sell fish in the market apart from making fishing paraphernalia. Restrictions and
lockdowns however, hindered them from selling and earning enough from their husbands'
catch.

Participants who were sewers, handicraft workers, and other home-based subcontracted
workers lost clients causing to stop or reduce operations. Tailors were affected by the
lack in demand for school and office uniforms as well as special occasion outfits like
weddings and other occasions. One handicraft worker only eams around 150php every
three or four days and she recycled her earnings in purchasing raw materials.

Home-based food microbusiness could not afford to restock but customers kept tabs and
ended up not being able to afford to pay the rent of the store. One participant who has a
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home-based vinegar and food processing business has no earnings during the pandemic.
Having a registered business, she still was required to pay for national and local
government permits and taxes which were no longer affordable given her business status.
She was also charged of BIR violations on this regard however cannot access any legal
aid.

Majority of participants felt that life became more difficult as their already meager earnings
became even more meager. A participant from PATAMABA Region Vl shared that
"Nagporposeso ako ng meat for 35 years. Noon maganda ang takbo ng negosyo dahil
may regular kumukuha sa Manila. Ngayong may pandemic nawala na ang almost na one
hatf ng order namin dahil mahirap na byahe". (l've been processing meat for 35 years.

Before, running a business is good because there are regular clients ordering from
Manila. This time of pandemic, we lost almost one half of our orders due to difficulty in
transporting the goods.)

Very few of them received social amelioration program (SAP) benefits. While most of the
participants claimed that their income was more stable prior to the pandemic, now they
struggled to survive their day-to-day basrc needs. Most of them now ventured to multiple
"raket" and/or shift to different way to earn. A participant from MIMAROPA related that,
"Kapag walang saka, kumukuha ako ng mga nagpapaalaga ng baboy, at nagtitinda rin
po ako ng iced candy at yelo. Sa loob ng isang buwan ay nakadadag naman sa ktfa. " ( lf
it is not season for farming, I ventured into growing of live stocks financed by those who
want to grow them but cannot take care of them, and selling of iced candy and iced
water. lt helps augment the needed income for a month.)

"Mahirap kumilos, kumita, mabuhay. Ginagawan na lang (naming mag-asawa) ng paraan

ang pag-b-budgef i (lt is difficult to move, to earn, to live, we just find ways to adjust our
budget), said one sari-sari store owner, who describes how families need to live on

meager and inconsistent daily earnings. An ambulant vendor participant claimed that,
they have to resort to barrowing money in order to have a capilal. 'Kapag di mi
mangutang, di mi makakapitaf'. (lf I don't barrow money, I cannot have capital.) This has

to be paid regularly with exorbitant interest. Another participant said as they could only
afford what was cheap at the moment, they often buy vegetables for meals and forego
meat. Many also resorted to other means of earning such as online selling, peddling food,

selling plants and vegetables to make-ends-meet.

Apart from worries over increasing debt, losing their homes, and food security threats,
common among participants was an abysmal fear of contracting the corona virus. Being

confined at home was also difficult for some who miss their family members not living with

them. Making matters worse, additional expenses from online schooling such as
cellphone credits and gadgets became a burden for women. Mothers also had additional
work of helping their children get through online classes. Some women claimed to have

suffering from mental health issues due to stress brought by the pandemic.

IX. RECOMMEND ATIONS TO GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND
INSTRUMENTALITIES

Economic blows of the current pandemic showed how fast informal workers lost financial
stability in the absence of social protection. Based on FGDs with groups of home-based
business or sari-sari stOre ownerS, subcontracted workers, streeUambulant vendors, and

NGO representatives, below were their recommendations to the government.

Non-Govern m ent Organ ization s

NGO representatives who work closely with informal workers presented many challenges
that need to be addressed. working closely with grassroots communities, they

recommend that they should be given authority to implement subsidy programs being

more knowledgeable and having networks working for the sector. For instance, they find

the urgent need to address their lack of access to food and protection from losing their
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homes and yet very few have received aid and basically enough to feed their families in
a short period.

They recommended the elimination of anti-poor institutional practices and better
implementation of laws that have provisions for inclusivity including the Magna carta of
Women and the passage of the stalled Magna Carta of lnformal Workers. They
recommended that government should support their capacitation and putting up of
mechanisms that would aid their transition to the formal sector. They also identified that
access to financial literacy and business management education were crucial intervention
for the informal sector. Also, they raised that even as simple as opening a bank account,
saving, and better time management education would aid women in the sector.

Moreover, they put forward the need for improved systems for application and payment
of business permits and other requirements. Also, according to them social protection
programs should be made inclusive if not universal.

Home-based or sari-sari store owners

Home-based business or sari-sari sari store owners raised that they need financial aid for
business capital. They also related that they should have access to benefits and financial
aid for example from sss as self-employed and voluntary members. senior citizens who
were in the informal sector should also receive social pension.

While some participants benefitted from SocialAmelioration Program (SAp), they claimed
that it was a band aid solution as it only helped them a few days or so. They need long-
term solution to their problems such as tax deduction for microbusinesses and price
control on basic goods so that people could afford them particularly in times of economic
crises.

ln addition, the group pointed out at the need for government to quell community violence
particularly petty crimes due to poverty.

Home-Dased S ubcontracted Workers

Participants of home-based subcontracted group related the importance of
representation. This representation should be specified in laws to ensure that their voice
was represented and their issues and interests were put fonvard in all areas of decision-
making. They also stressed the need to review the existing laws that mentioned protection
of their rights and/or pass a law that support and protect small industries. Wth regard to
promoting local industries, they particularly underscored the role of LGUs since their
growth means jobs for constituents of the localities.

According to them, domestic legislations appeared to be tailored fit to bigger industries
hence, the need to recalibrate business registration processes and safety nets for micro-
entrepreneurs. There should also better provision of assistance in processing of business
requirements including in the filing of paper works, and provisions of technical assistance,
training, education, and capital incentives. There should also tax suspension to non-
earning microbusiness owners, especially this time of pandemic. Meanwhile, they
stressed that government should warrant their access to social protection including health
benefits.

ln addition, this group of women discussed the importance of supporting community-
based cooperatives and NGO initiatives. They suggested looking at successful system
models of microenterprises such as programs established in Naga City.

StreeuAm bul a nt Vendors
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Being more exposed to environmental hazards and violence on the streets, many
ambulant vendors wished to own a permanent stall or a structure for a store. ln their wish
list as well was to have provision for healthcare, and access to livelihood and housing
programs of the government. Housing program should be particularly available to those
who are living in informal settlements often threatened of demolitions for infrastructure
developments, and those who are renting a place.

They also raised the need for access to capital that would not impose interests and bury
them in debts. They also need livelihood programs that allow women to earn and to take
care their children at the same time.

They also raised the urgency of vaccination to have protection from coVlD-19 and
making it more inclusive to vulnerable and marginalized groups.

x. coNcLUSION: INTERSECTIONALITY OF GENDER AND INFORMALITY AND
OTHER IMPORTANT FINDINGS

Findings of this report underscore that informality is comprised of compounded and
intersectional vulnerabilities and gender is a distinct factor of informality. Below are
conditions based on findings that show that gender is a factor of informality:

. Early marriage and having children make informality women's only if not the most
practical option

Due to early marriage and having children, most of the participants opted to pulup a
business or run a sari-sari store, ventured into subcontracting work, or into vending. This
appears to be their only or most practical option given the need to haggle the domestic
and care work with the need to earn a living.

The social and cultural constructs that pave way to labour divide, condition women to
think that their place is at home and it is their sole responsibility to carry-out the domestic
and carework. clearly, this is at play in the situation of women in the informal sector. This
explains why most of the participants after getting married and/or having children they
opted to choose jobs or income source that allow them to tend their households and take
care of their husbands, children and other family members. The nature of the work, (no
matter how tedious, menial, supplementary or unstable) and/or the amount of pay (no
matter how disproportionate to the demand of work), are lesser considerations to them
compared to the flexibility of informal work permits them to manage unpaid work along
with earning an income.

. The burden of taking care of the children and elderly, and maintaining of the
households pushed women to informality (issue of feminization of obligation)

Related to the above, the burden of taking care of family members and maintalning the
household is a toll order to women. These leave them with no choice but to get the kind
of work that will allow them to take care of these responsibilities which is conveniently
offered by informal work. Meanwhile, whenever they choose to fully devote their time to
domestic and carework, the increasing cost of living and meager pay of earning member
of the family (basically the husband), then again, pushed them to informal employment.
Nevertheless, despite their contribution to the family's income, the reproductive work
remains their obligation with no or little help from their husbands or other male members
of the family.

. The need to haggle domestic and carework and augment family income forced
women to endure "time poverty" and "elasticity"

Still relevant to the discussions above, the need to accomplish domestic and carework
and contribute to the earning of the family pushed women to endure "time poverty" and
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"elasticity". They endure countless hours of work without pay doing all the stuff in the
household from cooking meals, cleaning the house, doing the laundry, taking care of the
childrenandall otherthings that concern the sustenance of the household. Thls is despite
the fact that they also spend long hours of working to earn to be able to contribute to the
family income. "This inequitable gender-based allocation of unpaid domestic work,
representing "double-duty" for women who enter the workforce, often leaves women with
little or no discretionary time," is known as time poverty.22 And given the need to allocate
not just time but as well as themselves to both unpaid work and paid work, they sprawl
themselves to fulfill the demands of both works which raises the issue of women's
elasticity. Time poverty and women's elasticity have central repercussions to women's
economic opportunities and health. Both issues also manifest a systemic oppression of
women due to social and cultural constructs that create gender norms that decree
normative expectations with regard to roles, responsibilities, and privileges on the basis
of gender that eventuality lead to gender inequality, abuse and discrimination. These
gender norms hinder women's access to formal employment, and other opportunities, as
well as control over how resources including their own time and devotion are used.

. Informality locates women in lesser pay, lower quality and more precarious jobs

Because of their gender, women engaged in the informal work are often found in lesser
pay, menial positions, and more precarious jobs. As women are often viewed as excess
labor, their pay are always lower compared to their male counterparts. The influx of
women in the labor market made a surplus in the labor necessary to produce material
production leading to cheap labor. Excess labor are nowadays being subjected to
commercial forms of exploitation with women as the main recipient of the malpractice.
Moreover, opportunities available to women are often menial and auxiliary positions
leaving them less or no opportunity at all to advance in positions that have security of
tenure coupled with benefits. They are susceptible to abuse as well as replacement or
removal making their jobs more precarious.

. lnformality renders them invisible in government policies, programs and other
interventions

The lack of formal definition of "informal sectoi' in Philippine laws, led to absence of
initiatives for the sector including gathering of data and information that give light to their
situation and development of initiatives that cater to their needs. Women, whom comprise
the bulk of informal employment, are the primary recipient of the invisibility of the informal
sector in government policies, programs and other interventions. This is aggravated by
the gender divide that confine women in the private sphere and men in the public sphere
leading to exclusion of women in the dearth of interventions for the sector.

o lnformality as a form of women exclusion extend beyond women's powerlessness,
subordination, and oppression.

lnformality as a form women exclusion have insurmountable repercussions including
hampering women's agency or the capacity to take action to change their situation as
they are confined in debilitating circumstances, as has been discussed above, making
them powerless. Also, informality reinforces women's subordination or inferior position
both at home and in work setting. Their lack of access to decision masking, resources as
well as opportunities subject them to categorization as second class citizen. All of these
acts rolled together make the treatment on women unjust and cruel thus oppressive.

Other important findings

o Lack of social protection

22SeeJournal ofGlobal Health. (08 Nov.2020).'Time poverty: obstacle to women's human rights, health and

sustainable development". Retrieved on 15 November 2021 from
https://www. ncbi.nlm.nih.g ov/o m c/a rt ic le s /P M C7 688061I
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Apparently, informality placed women in the informal sector more vulnerable to all
types of risks including physical, health, and economic. Along with these risks, what
primarily confronts them is the lack of social protection. These are set of policies and
programs designed to reduce poverty and vulnerability by promoting efficient labor
markets, diminishing exposure to risks, and enhancing their capacity to protect
themselves against hazards and interruption/loss of income23. social protection
mitigates the impacts of shocks and could ultimately help women in the informal sector
cope with risks.

. Forced exclusion from formal employment due to unfavorable inclusion or
exploitative nature of formal employment

Women who get a job in informal employment because of lack of education often get
supplementary positions with lesser pay, lack or no opportunities at all for promotion,
precarious, and predisposed to exploitation. This is an 'unfavorable inclusion,, where
they are excluded in aereptable arrangement of inclusion in formal employment. They
are included in unfair and exploitative terms that pushes them back to setfle in informal
em ployment.

. lntergenerational informality vis-d-vis intergenerational poverty and instability

Apparent in the discussions the intergeneration of informality as participants whose
parents are into sari-sari store business or street vending inherit the work of their
parents. Given informality is always coupled with poverty and instability, this creates
as well an intergeneration of poverty and instability.
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